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DNA Coding by Laurent Cance Francis 10/07/2010 10:41 13/07/2010 12:26



Préambule. Définition Encarta 2006: "désoxyribonucléic, acid (ADN), nucleic acid, support of the genetical information and its transmission, constituant principal of chromosomes." ADN is set to be the code that bring a life being, and vegetals too and we will demonstrate that Eartth even is



bring by such sequences. First we introduce the four basic element of code, and the details for application, of the version of DNA as an algorithm to life and creation. I. Introduction. Those four elements are on the base of DNA constructions, in algorithmic ways of see of the problem. Why four elements? because it can define all kind of construction in protocols and procedures, as simple



elements of constructions, even for more than human and animal, but even for material interactions. The first code is set for profit of time, the second for choice, the third to wait and do, and the last to wait or delay. II. Examples for earth specy in simplificated form. More complex, to detail, the set is common to extrapolate a such kind of similar structure for DNA in the representation of DNA coding in the way of incredible seems to crown.



Non rigourous simplificated DNA of a being and of a recursivity.



Simplificated form to show the assymetric rules of the body until the symetric appearence in ways of thoughts. In the scheme, sex is the part down, head the assymetric part right and vertebrae the left side, the two leg and arm are joined by the protocol of chest. More of simple schemes, it involved by the mean of algorithms of topologicals, and as line can be recursive to whole part of the up and down crown, it's as you name you can wrote into the DNA sub arts as giving of your life in memory access.



Here is detail of the hips :



As we can see the liddle artefact define a circular form of wave letting the pelvis form, and extremal link define the curves. III. Memory synthesis. Memory access create stigmate in DNA sequences that brign knowlegde, and so on infine or sub part of DNA can be written all along the life, with full name, and for those who serach excellence and with some part of another technology making great skies: My first name : Laurent.



Each new bit of DNA make you in full of you until the one creation, and the rest as part of your present. It demonstrated the good sense control all the whole. My machine for skies, is just expansion and scale one of reality. IV. Worm



DNA sequence of a worm, with simplification of the worte of recursivit, as link between time counters and comparisons. The introduction of recursivity as symbol, bring more complex machine for build of state of realisation. In reproduction it involves the mouvement of spermatozoid tail during fecondation, ovule is an acceptation of the form and amplifications. My DNA machine can show better, in the way it's a link between a recursive state and the whole ant society that bring more scale and in adds to conventionnal seach of seed or etc. All DNA is recursif and by entities a caracterisation of the being and the notion of Orbe implies all kind of modelisation even by electric telepathies. For the sky making, it's evident and on the fly to be freed from any kind of other influencies.



V. Application of DNA coding in materials Time :



(A) energy of transport c.dv or expansion of the phenomenom (B) total energy of system of topologic place E=Σ mi.c² + c.dv + Σc.dvi + c.da with "a", the path of energy, and each times of gravitation or magnetism or electricity explained. In term of recursivity, each application require a time different about the choosen support, ang acheived beings by the definition of their recursives structures. Attractors:



D is an imperfect line



Di= dD/dAi, Ai attractors It exists vortex (integrant viscosity) that it exists I for all i in δ(DT) of D. The set in a single viscosity , so δ(DT1)+δ(DT2) = δ(DT) Brain: Moreover, brain is modelisable on the form of aggregat of recursivities. Recursives structures came from and emit informations from integrations of the parts incomes. Knowing our senses is training od neurons to sensibles things. Even after doing my cephalee from my intellectual property in image synthesis, and from the "cohue" about, I could continue my project of memory synthesis and I use pattern recognition with my trauma in order to build volumetric forms of DNA coding in gravitationnal field. It exists α for all δ(DT) tq r(α) = δ(DT)t. Each chromosomes is part of integration on a way of recursives configurations and schema are already simple. And it explains why brain lesion make feels another state of mind than original until regeneration process, althought is possible to connect with another form of life etc. Regeneration process of neurons is bring in dreams. Telekinesis, is the environnement lost by lesion in the matter of fail of values and statements in critic form of hates and jaleaousy, but it can be compared as asservissement for the maintener during te phase of



regeneration. Everything is part of 4 elements of algorithmlic and the whole thing is created like this can be understood recursively. For brain, it seems to be and interconnexions of recursivity, that bring single comprehension and not parasiting of others lesions, and that way explain, that interconnexions of neurons as recursivities of mental intelligence connected to astrocyte's recusrsivities gives the result of being, with assymetrical of full DNA and body for thoughts. More, each recursivity terminaison is a set for comprehension and ruling, and more and more can be explained societary to reach a good level by the study of the recursivity even for emotions with assessory of individual spermatozoid to being, and it's reconnaissance that give birth and filiation. All simplificate in construction of the four simple and basic element already presented, in the way of construction of the whole of beings, but it's evident that DNA sequence do not follow the rules of DNA algorithms in set, and that you may not have to see more than a short part to make a photography of people in family diner, for exemple. DNA is what you have to live and what you built from the start to the end, it's not a simple code that makes your body and so you must think to do with. From the starting point to the end, beings have to set their DNA to adapt to their environnement, genius can give it quickly apparently, and adapt from exevy context.



Here a exemple a little reworked for my cat vision of me, and it's dual to king Louis XIII, but my cat have the habit to chase feather for me in my environnement. The Leo Man by Mona



Mona, my cat, was involved in making this sky in order to feel like what I saw from history, and so on for human beings to be lead for better lifes, as a dream, because she have dreams, and seek for the mean of the dream. VI. Understanding. DNA coding bring part or our life, where the whole is also agenced by DNA, but in depth of recursivities you can tatoo your first name in the give of interesting ways! The fact that my cat was able to use my telepathics for make a sky of dual person was historical in the way of the recent event of understanding of our society and actuality. Moreover, the need of ancestors is essentials to create correct DNA branch or recursivity. DNA is the book of your



life of what you are, maybe your great success, and so on. So, introduction to homeobipedism is essential to correct our lifes, and beings with animals and our livings, medecine.



Even if it can be pleasant to joke with the idea, is important to analyse interaction with animal for emotionnals and all kind of Art in our life. A bird for example scan his feathers until reach a truth and no one at now knows the effect on human emotionnals or thoughts, but it seems to be positive. Human are numerous and have to adapt to the new ecosystem, is the main vision of the problem. The adaptation is forced by the number professing nonsense into the ecosystem that provoques desert.



VII. Machine and orbs.



An Orb is a concretisation centered on huge massic equivalent of autonomous beings.



The nucleic orb. At start, a black hole is an orb communicating with start and end of time of the universe. Thunder here, and beings are real is set for the power of my



son and daugther twin born, the orchestration is settle by power of intellectual property and integration, I've made a being with my procedure and act give birth to the lifes supposed. The hypothesis of orbic machine is settle by the same rule of DNA and not mechanical adjonction of false mouvements, as robots or cellular bots. Moreover, it's settle for better future, in the order of all beings in the characterisation of the scientific artefact for all. The principle of an orb, is to delay branch in developpement to produce energy, and here a thunder in the sky. My twins are in the two loop of the down branch, and the process of growing is set by power of thunder. At atomic scale it run the same, but the first visualisation I could have do not give the best result, and the vision of black hole and universe of Pr. Hawking is in partial correlation with all of this as matter of understanding and visualisations of his thoughts. VIII. Wormholes and orbs It must be understood that space-time deformations from mass called wormholes follow the same rules than orbs and DNA coding, and can be extended to whole universe in understanding of beings for example in nebulae that lives throught gaz and dust, or that can be reached from earth by other medium than science-fiction spaceships.



Orbs is the only method to travel and from space and from time at the same time, and the build of the orb itself give such a power as links to mass and matter. I've already explained that mass do not change without fusion or fission, but orbs can create different equivalence for mass. Let's say connect your dice to the moon. Since the proof of teleportation of quantic state, this was a reality of study in this world, to demonstrate intelligence between element of matter, and neutrinos seem to be the ink between teleportation of quantic state. Something, everytime expressing other things. To clarify, the only way of thought for beings is from the asymetrically composition of DNA algorithm in built of DNA and body symetrical even in the way of thinking. Some people are still in need for animal that are eaten, other can bring more stuffs with animals that participate in the creation as something coherent, and then the succefull story of Jesus of Nazareth in the bring of overclassing intelligence to other with animals to stay human. More, we can see and approach to eternity, as the cliché below, above my house, in the sky as the celeb crèche of the respectfully seeing of oue eyes to humans in the sky and a new born in painting... If it's only a creation of the holy, or human way to celebrate a newborn, it's merely lost at our time to see such a destiny in that way !



IX. Nebulae. My nebulae explain introspection, as if I was talking to my self wondering about my state of mind, the same individual working alone at dual state, god of himself, to understnd hw powerfull I can be. It's mark of matter and all the animals are my friends, and more human choose my way and I have also mimic to not be alienate. Matter of fact. For wormholes, it has an opening the begining of the universe, an orgasm of toughts, and a closing of the fact or thing. Some artist may know the problem better than others, because their pointcarre surface is the support of their painting. I only serve the pleasure of my wife, neither, the



pleasure of the mother of my children and I have only this artefact to live, more, they've got the finallity. The nebulae is the consideration of evolution of a spermatozoid in the motherhood of being human. We are curious about what we live and curious with the free animals that inspire our thougths, let's mother nature be our rule.



My portrait above my garden (recolorized) In the Honor of my 8 years of hermit-scientist. (with 3 years full hermit)
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